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                                     * * * * * 

 
    Croatia of today is well-established country, but what is not known so very well is the fact that it has a rich 
and very long history. Even though it was just recently established as a sovereign state, it has roots going deep 
into the past when the ancient antic world was vanishing, and the new Europe was just at the beginning of its 
own formation. Indeed, when talking about history and longevity, by the way, it is always good to ask that 
question when it all did begin. This is how we come to the term of the first Croatian kings. 
 
Well, when talking about the first Croatian kings, then we need to go to the time of at least one thousand years 
ago. We need to visit the time of great Croatian kings … King Trpimir I, King Tomislav, King Stjepan Držislav, 
King Zvonimir … and many, many others. In modern historiography, you will find such kind of information that 
each of them could have been the first king of Croatia. On the other hand, you can also find the intelligence that 
some of them, perhaps even all of them, were not established as kings. The lower status was ascribed to some 
of them, or maybe to all of them. You will be surprised that many modern historians, but not all, fortunately, 
try to minimize the influence of Croatian kings, and even to question the very existence of some of them. Indeed, 
this tendency to minimize, and to put the Croatian history in an inferior position, is somewhat very obvious. It 
is obvious but very indicative at the same time. Of course, we always need to question who is doing this, and 
why. This text is intended to dispel some interpretations of such kind, and surprisingly one new king will emerge 
on the history stage. I mean, he is not new, he is rather an old king, but he was neglected entirely by all sources. 
However, it is better to enter into this topic slowly, and along with the step-by-step process.   
 
The story of each of these mentioned first kings of Croatia is very unique, even though not much is known about 
any of them in particular. Indeed, this part of Croatian history is enshrouded with deep mist and many mirror 
reflections so that it is almost impossible to penetrate through and to detect what is right and what is wrong. 
There are many versions of the story, many explanations, and many elaborations. As usual, when we have such 
mysterious, contradicting, and entirely conflicting situations, I would immediately call for Vedic Astrology-
Jyotish to bring the light and to enlighten us so that we can see properly. Very intensive and all-comprehensive 
research was undertaken on each of these early Croatian kings, and just to mention, four of them just listed 
recently were deciphered fully. Each of them was defined by time frame, the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish natal charts 
were created, and their life stories were deciphered. However, this part of the discussion I will leave for some 
other time. That story is very interesting indeed, and we definitely need to turn our attention to cover it nicely 
because it will show how Europe was born, how it was shaped, and how it became that what is today. However, 
it was proved that none of these mentioned four, as well as none other, was figuring as the first Croatian king. 
Then who was the first Croatian king? 
 
Indeed, this question was bothering me for some time. As I was researching four already mentioned kings of 
the early history of Croatia, some strange thoughts popped up, and was just wondering, what if … King Trpimir 
I … is not the very beginning of this story? I mean, if considering the chronology, then, it is proved that King 
Trpimir I comes as the first one in sequence. He was born in 820 C.E., and he established a strong and powerful 
state. Whether we shall call him a king or some other title will be used, this is completely another story. Of 
course, he is definitely the first one in this cycle but, as I was plunging deeper into this story, I’ve noticed some 
strange indications that almost all leaders before the King Trpimir I his father Ban Drzislav and uncle Ban Zdeslav, 
that all leaders before them are related somehow as well. It seems that all of them are relatives, and very often 
could be the case that leadership was transmitted from father to son, or from uncle to nephew. For example, it 
would be definitely very interesting to find out the real relationship of Ban Mislav and Ban Drzislav with Ban 
Vladislav who preceded them. It can be they are connected by blood as well, so that would mean that this 
lineage goes even more back in time.  
 
If we on … Hr.Metapedia.org … follow the line of Bans and leaders before already mentioned and well 
elaborated King Trpimir I and his family, then we definitely have some names, and I was just thinking how it 
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would be that I focus on them fully.1 Of course, we know that just before King Trpimir I, there was King 
Charlemagne, and for some reason, it is definitely better not to search in that time frame. King Charlemagne is 
another very important topic, and it will be covered separately. On some level, and in some mysterious way, he 
is connected to this story as well. Nevertheless, before that, before King Charlemagne who was born in 739 C.E., 
there is a gap, the gap going all until the Prophet Mohammed, who departed around 632 C.E. The very Prophet 
Mohamed is also deciphered, but this will be exposed in another story as well. Now I just want to mention that 
we are to exclude considerations of searching for mentioned missing Croatian king during the lifetime of the 
Prophet Mohamed also. There is a very special reason for such a conclusion. All will be elaborated later on in 
some stage. Therefore, there is a gap of a little bit more than hundred years, from 632 C.E. all until 739 C.E., and 
I was just very curious if this can be useful for the research on the topic mentioned in this story. Something very 
intriguing attracted my attention, and I was just planning to do more about it.  
 
Right, that is exactly what I am going to do. Let’s try to examine this period in terms of Croatian leaders and 
rulers predating the King Trpimir I. This period is called … The Time of Vassal Kings of Croatia …, which means 
that all leaders have been subordinated to some larger kingdom or empire in the neighborhood. To put it 
another way, they have not been independent, rather, they have been vassal kings. 
 
This period of Croatian history is absolutely uncertain, very less or almost nothing is known about. Official 
historians would say that Croatia even did not exist at that time, so it is useless to talk about. This is what they 
say. Due to that, cognitions about early Croatian leaders are so deeply suppressed as well. Once again, just to 
emphasize, we are entering the early seventh century, and that is a very slippery terrain vailed by dense fog. All 
information is mostly lost, but what survived is highly distorted and manipulated. In spite of that, many legends, 
folk tradition, and even many experts, after all, they are still repeating the phrase … “Since the seventh century” 
…, when talking about the real roots of modern Croatia. Actually, this phrase became the legend; almost like a 
mantra. Everybody in Croatia knows about, though it was never officially confirmed. Due to the reason that with 
our research we are easily approaching exactly that period, I was curious on a monumental level if something 
can be seen and deciphered through all our knowledge acquired so far. 
 
 

 
 

Oton Iveković’s painting in 1905 … The coming of the Croats to the Adriatic … The photo was taken from …  
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9b/Oton_Ivekovic%2C_Dolazak_Hrvata_na_Jadran.jpg 

                                                           
1) The term … Ban or The ban … should be explained in detail. This is representing the title of … viceroy. Proto-Croats were of old-Iranian 
origin, where the central figure was the emperor. As we know, the Old Iran was a huge empire with many satellite states called satrapies 
subordinated to the central ruling figure, to the emperor himself. There were kings of these satrapies, but they were not independent, 
and they were all carrying the title of viceroy. Old Iranians had a very particular word for such king who was actually the viceroy. Such 
viceroy was called … the Ban. In modern historiography, there are many misleading about this word and appropriate title. Some 
interpretations go even to the level of intentional manipulation, where much lower position was given to the Ban. The title of ban was 
present in Croatia even in the 20th century, all until President Tito declared the post war Yugoslavia as a sovereign state.         
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Well, this is exactly where this unbelievable story is about to start … 

 

Of course, the focus was immediately turned on the first Bans of Croatia mentioned in Metapedia, like … Ban 

Kacic (Khadzon), Ban Radoslav, and Ban Pavlimir. This Metapedia is really amazing. Nowhere on Earth can such 

information be found. I appreciate very much the work of their editors, especially of Yoshamya.  

As it seems, the name of the first Ban, Ban Kacic (Khadzon), is actually entering us right into that turbulent time 

when proto-Croats from White Croatia and Red Croatia moved toward what is today … Adriatic Croatia. White 

Croatia … is referring to the state existing at that time, from the 2nd century to the 10th century C.E. let’s say so, 

and covering the territory of today south of Poland, eastern Germany, Czech Republic, and Slovakia. Red Croatia 

… was a parallel state covering the territory of Ukraine and some other countries all until and partially including 

the Kavkaz Mountains. They both have been part of Great Croatia spreading from the middle of Europe to the 

Kavkaz Mountain.  

First thing first, we use to say, so we need to explain these terms … White Croatia … and … Red Croatia … Crvena 

Hrvatska and Bijela Hrvatska. Actually, this is very important for this story.  

According to the story, these proto Croats have been of Persian, of old-Iranian origin. There was a big tribe, or 

better to say, an ethnic group, called … Harauhvati-Harauvatiš …, covering the eastern provinces of the Persian 

Empire. Greeks used to call it … Arachosia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arachosia 

Therefore, Arachosia was initially the Greek form of the original name. It is a well-known fact that Greeks 

renamed everything and every one, according to their phonetic rules. Later on, on some mysterious way, that 

name itself, the Arachosia, became Croatia in Roman and English literature. It seems that Romans transliterate 

that name according to their phonetic rules, where it became … Croatia …, and that was later on absorbed in 

English. Arachosia was at the very far east of Persian Empire, just next to India, in direct touch with it, and 

according to reports, King Alexander the Great was staying there during his expedition to India. No wonder that 

later on, he made quite accurate maps of that region where the real position of Arachosia is clearly seen. It 

seems that Arachosia was a very rich state because in the … Behistun Inscription … it was written how much 

each state was contributing to the imperial royal treasury, and in this regard, the Arachosia was among those 

who contributed the biggest amount of goods. The country was full of waters because rivers and lakes 

dominated the geographical terrain. How and from where these Arachosians, let's call them this way for the 

moment, came from, this is yet another enigma. I cannot answer this question right now, but as it seems, they 

belonged to the Suric wing of Vedic Aryans.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behistun_Inscription 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Full_translation_of_the_Behistun_Inscription 

In a certain moment in history, due to the big changes produced by Alexander’s conquering, and due to the big 

demographic explosion within the Persian Basin itself, Persians did spread around, including the fact that they 

penetrated deep into the territory of Europe, all until Baltic area. It can be that even the very Alexander the 

Great was the initiator of the moving of Arachosians-Croats toward Europe. As we know, Alexander did not die 

young; he changed the identity later on and became Ptolemy I Soter. He was possibly pulling strings, and he 

probably orchestrated such kind of situation. We also know now that his main desire was to connect East and 

West. To connect Europe, which was just at the very beginning, with India, the old treasury of Vedic Knowledge. 

In fact, we have testimonials by … Tanais Tablets …, along with inscriptions from the late second and the third 

century C.E., that explicitly confirmed the presence of ethnic group calling themselves … Horvathos … in the city 

of Tanais, what is the area of today Rostov on Don on Azov Sea. The city itself was inhabited by Greeks and by 

Sarmatians of old-Iranian origin. The city was very probably bi-lingual. The tablets are written in the Greek 

language.  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanais_Tablets 

Later on, as it seems, they moved even deeper into Europe, and over the already mentioned territory, … the 

Great Croatia-Velika Hrvatska … was formed, with White Croatia and Red Croatia as sub-divisional parts. In 

official records, all facts about Great Croatia are camouflaged under names … Sarmatians … and … Scythians.  

http://hr.metapedia.org/wiki/Velikaya_Horvatiya 

There is a beautiful book by the Russian author … Alexander V. Mayorov … (Sankt-Petersburg University 2006), 

who went very deep in researching Great Croatia, or Velikaya Horvatiya, how Russians called it. 

https://www.amazon.com/Majorov-V-Velikaya-Horvatiya-Prikarpatskogo/dp/B072FBJJXH 

The author drives out conclusions about the important role of proto-Croats in the formation and genesis of all 

these modern countries like Poland, Chech Republic, Slovakia, Ukraine, even Russia, and even Germany, because 

eastern parts of Germany were in direct contact with these proto-Croats. Of course, do not try to find such 

information in the historiography of any specific country because you will not find it. It is all carefully extracted 

out. Thus, it is exactly Alexander Mayorov who is breaking the silence about these proto-Croats. 

   

 

The photo is taken from … https://hr.metapedia.org/wiki/Datoteka:VelHorvat.gif   

 

 

The Behistun Inscription. The photo is taken from … 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behistun_Inscription#/media/File:Behistun_inscription_reliefs.jpg  
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This is the map of the eastern part of the Persia. 
The map is a 16th-century reconstruction of the Ptolemy's map from the 2nd century B.C.E. The map was taken from … 

https://wiki.eanswers.net/en/Arachosia 
 
 
 
 

 

Photo of the Tanais Tablet B containing the word Χοροάθος (Horoáthos) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanais_Tablets#/media/File:Horovathos.jpg 
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Both Croatian sub-divisional parts, White Croatia and Red Croatia, did exist all until the tenth century C.E. when 

they broke apparat and new countries have been formed on that territory. One of the main reason for the 

collapse, they say, is the fact that a big portion of the population, vital part consisting mostly of strong warriors, 

moved toward Adriatic Croatia. According to the story, about one-third of Croats in the seventh century C.E. 

moved toward Adriatic and formed a new country there. They said, the initiative for moving came from the East 

Roman Emperor Heraclius, who invited them with the purpose to suppress Avars, and save the terrible situation, 

what they had at that time with this violent and war oriented ethnic group.2 According to the agreement, as a 

reward, when they defeat Avars, the Byzantine emperor promised them they could inhabit that particular 

territory and form their own country. Later on, the another Byzantine Emperor, … Constantine VII 

Porphyrogennetos or Porphyrogenitus … in his work … De Administrande Imperio (DAI) … writes about these 

events very extensively. He lived in the 10th century. It happened that Constantine’s reports about Croatia and 

Croats were so very positive that, mainly because of that reason, it was not taken as a completely true and the 

entirely reliable source. According to the story, after moving and forming the new country, for the first few 

centuries Croats have been connected and oriented toward the Byzantine Empire exclusively. They have been 

vassals of Byzantium. They have been oriented toward the east.  

Persians used to designate cardinal sides with colors. In this scheme, white represents west, while red … 

represents south. Furthermore, black would represent north, while yellow and green represents east. 

Therefore, White Croatia is actually nothing else than West Croatia and Red Croatia is South Croatia. They both 

have been part of Great Croatia. This is very simple. We have remnants of this terminology preserved all until 

modern days in the name of Belorussia because this is referring to … Bijela Russia … White Russia … West 

Russia. This name unmistakably implicates that once upon a time it did exist some Red Russia-South Russia as 

well, and probably East Russia.  

According to the story, West Croats from what is today south of Poland, east of Germany, Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, and partially western Ukraine, had moved directly to Adriatic Croatia by the mainland, and they 

inhabited regions west of River Cetina by fusing with domicile people. At the same time, people from Red Croatia 

came to Croatia by seaways over Greece, so they inhabited and fused in with already existing people in provinces 

south from River Cetina. This is how the new White and Red Croatia were born. The geographical position of 

White and Red Croatia directly implicates that there were probably Black Croatia–North Croatia … and Yellow 

or Green Croatia … East Croatia. However, it seems that the very mentioning of such formations have been lost 

along with the time, or simply, they did not last long.          

Back to the main story, the story about Ban Radoslav, for not to be very long. Most probably, he was the direct 

descendant of Ban Kacic, who was coordinating Croats while moving to Adriatic, and this option immediately 

attracted my attention. 

http://hr.metapedia.org/wiki/Ban_Radoslav 

The story about King Radoslav we have from another and quite a unique source. It is called “The Chronicle of 

the Priest of Duklja-Dioclea.  

http://www.montenegrina.net/pages/pages1/istorija/duklja/ljetopis_pop_dukljanina_latinicna_redakcija.htm 

 

                                                           
2) They say that not much is known about Avars, the warlike ethnic group present in Pannonian Basin around the late sixth and early 
seventh century. It is explained that they came from the territory of today Kavkaz Mountain, even though this link is questionable 
according to some authors. As they said, their origin is somewhat mysterious. One thing is for sure, they have been very aggressive, and 
they tried to dominate all other ethnic groups they came in touch. As they entered Pannonian Basin, there was only war and destruction 
around them. They ruined many Roman towns and settlements; they practically dismantled the Roman province Illyricum. They 
threatened the Byzantine Empire itself, and that was the reason that Emperor Heraclius invited Croats from White and Red Croatia to 
help him overcoming this very big problem. After Croats did defeat Avars in the final battle nearby the Constantinople, the emperor 
Heraclius granted the territory of Illyricum and Pannonia to them, because they liberated it from the problematic Avars. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pannonian_Avars                  
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It happened that one priest from the Dioclea, what is today Montenegro, wrote an extensive report about all 

history of Balkan region, starting even from attacks and migrations of Goths and Vikings in the fourth and fifth 

century. It seems his name is not known so in literature he is just mentioned as … the Priest of Dioclea. It is true, 

this text, they say, is very controversial, because, it seems, some parts are compiled after the departure of the 

priest. Anyhow, we can have enough clues to make some gross level picture that can possibly serve as input for 

Jyotish verification. 

 

The story has it, that King Radoslav was a great king, who made a great kingdom as well. According to the story, 

however, when he was at the peak of his power, his own son to whom he gave a lot of power to rule over some 

parts of his kingdom, can you imagine, that son rebelled against his own father and thrown him away. To be 

even worse, he wanted to kill his father King Radoslav, and he chased him. In order to save his life, King Radoslav 

and his close people run away by ships across the Adriatic Sea, and they did find shelter in the city of Rome. 

There they settled completely. After some time, expelled King Radoslav married a noble Roman woman and had 

a son Petrislav, who grew up and married a Roman woman as well, and they had a son. His name was Pavlimir. 

Pavlimir grew up and become a very handsome young man, skillful, and capable of doing many things. He was 

excellent in all kind of fighting, but he was also very handsome so that they called him … Belo. We know that 

this is adjective in the Italian language with the meaning … nice, beautiful. He definitely must have been very 

handsome. Then, in some stage conflict blasted among these people who came as refugees and old citizens of 

Rome, and it became so serious that it was just on the threshold of a civil war. Just about the same time, 

Pavlimir-Belo received an invitation to come back to the native country of his grandfather and to become a king, 

because rebelled son of king Radoslav died long ago, and the complete country faced very hard time due to 

political turmoil and social unrest. 

This is the crucial moment coming up now. According to the Priest’s story, Pavlimir and his friends, family 

members and servants, about five hundred of them, decided to move back to the native country. They left 

Rome, traveled to Apulia on the seaside, and from there they sailed to the opposite point of the Adriatic Sea, 

on the eastern coast of Balkan Peninsula, and that was exactly at the port of Gruz, in what is today … the city of 

Dubrovnik. As soon they arrived there, they established and built up a fortified stronghold, which later on will 

be called … the City of Dubrovnik. He was immediately crowned there in the province called … Travunia …, and 

he started his mission of unification of the old kingdom of his grandfather Radoslav. He fought many wars until 

finally everything was settled on a way that he made a strong kingdom again, which was covering all the territory 

of White and Red Croatia. This is to say that the kingdom was spreading all from the source of river Sava, until 

its confluence to Danube River. On the south side, Red Croatia was including Dioclea, the territory of what is 

today entire Montenegro, some parts of today Albania as well, including some additional territory around. 

This is an impressive story. Just to be clear, I was aiming to see if perhaps King Pavlimir-Belo could be located. 

Well, from my previous research on early Croatian history I know that moving of Croats to Adriatic Croatia had 

happened at the end of the sixth and at the beginning of the seventh century. The final battle with Avars did 

happen around 625 C.E. nearby the Constantinople. As Radoslav is mentioned as a second Ban … just after Ban 

Kacic … it can be that he is just descendent of Ban Kacic. Therefore, to search for King Pavlimir-Belo … we 

definitely need to search some two generations after moving and establishing the Adriatic Croatia. I was prone 

to search around 660 C.E. As prophet Mohammed left this world around 632 C.E., then this is absolutely the 

right period to search. 

And then … I was stunned when I finally found it! 

Here he is … King Pavlimir-Belo … born in Rome … March 27, 662 C.E. at 11.13 LMT … 
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The Vedic Astrology-Jyotish natal chart of King Pavlimir-Belo. 

 

  

 

Planetary periods or Dasha System, which was taken from the Jyotish natal chart of the King Pavlimir-Belo 

   

Immediately we notice exalted Shukra-Venus in the ninth house with Chandra-Moon. No doubt they called him 

Belo. Even though the Chandra-Moon is debilitated in Navamsa, what we have seen so many times so far in 

such incarnations, it is strong and powerful. 

We also noted the Surya-Sun is at the first degree of its own exaltation, but it is super … hyper-exalted, actually, 

because it is Vargottama so it will enrich him with high self-esteem and self-confidence in order to make him a 

powerful political leader. Furthermore, Surya-Sun is the significator of the king. This person definitely had to 

become a king. 
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The Mangal-Mars is exalted in the seventh house, which is a very good position for king-warrior as well … and it 

is influencing masses on a great level. It is placed in the Uttarashada Nakshatra ruled by Sun-Surya what will 

additionally amplify ruling abilities and royal status of this warrior.   

The Budha-Mercury is exalted in navamsa lagna … what will depict him as a very intelligent person; having a 

very sharp intellect. The Surya-Budha Yoga is being exposed as well. Furthermore, there are many other Yogas 

noticed. For instance, there is a Kal Sarpa Yoga observed, which is actually turned to be … the Kala Amrita Yoga. 

We can notice that all planets are on the one side between Rahu and Ketu. Actually, they are all arranged 

between Ketu and Rahu, and this is giving a very spiritual inclination of the person. In that case, they say that 

this yoga is not so harmful, or it is not harmful at all. It is very beneficiary actually. There is the Sani-Ketu 

conjunction observed as well. Even though there are many stories about this conjunction, I think in this case, in 

the case of King Pavlimir-Belo, it has a good connotation, because it is placed in the sixth house, and it will help 

in overcoming his rivals and opponents.     

Interestingly, nothing is given on Metapedia about King Pavlimir-Belo himself; this page is empty. This is quite 

interesting how history erased all traces about King Pavlimir-Belo. It seems that he faced the … damnatio 

memoriae …, the complete erasing from all historical records. Just a few details we can find along with the 

researching on Radoslav on Metapedia, and few additional clues when researching Ban Budimir, probably 

successor of King Pavlimir-Belo. According to Metapedia … after King Radoslav it is immediately coming King 

Belo. 

Now, it is time to start connecting things together. As it seems, just after establishing the fortified city of 

Dubrovnik, Pavlimir-Belo was crowned in 688 C.E., in the nearby Travunia province. The fact is that the Priest of 

Dioclea mentioned coronation did happen on Easter day, and I was just curious to check if this is correct. As we 

know that formula for calculating Easter is … the first Sunday … after the first Full Moon, after the Vernal Equinox 

… interestingly, it falls into … Ketu-Guru-Surya (Ke-Gu-Sy) Pratyantar … on Sunday, April 5, 688 C.E. It was a Full 

Moon on that very Sunday. It sounds plausible to me.  

We can easily make the complete picture of this period of life of Pavlimir-Belo right now. According to my 

opinion, the situation in Rome escalated in … Ke-Ra … planetary period, August 4, 686 C.E. until August 23, 687 

C.E. Then in … Ke-Gu-Gu … planetary period, August 23, 687 C.E. until October 8, 687 C.E., the move and voyage 

over the sea did happen. Immediately as they had arrived on the opposite side of the Adriatic, they started to 

build up the fortified stronghold of Dubrovnik. In already mentioned planetary period … Ke-Gu-Sy … (April 5, 

688 C.E.) … coronation did happen, and this is the moment he started to unify the rest of the country. 

Thus, this point fits well. But other points do not fit well. For instance, according to the story of the Priest, there 

must be a long gap between the ruling of King Radoslav and King Pavlimir-Belo. According to his story, it must 

be at least two generations, so about 40-50 years must be between King Radoslav and his grandson King 

Pavlimir-Belo. 

Another thing, Ban Budimir, if this chronology is all right, could not have come right after the King Pavlimir-Belo. 

What story is indicating, King Pavlimir-Belo did not live long. Somewhere, I think, I saw an indication he departed 

around 696-698 C.E., but I would be free to say that could possibly be around 709-710 C.E., and definitely not 

before. Actually, it could have been even later on, let say around 729 C.E. The last option would fit perfectly 

with the fact that he appeared in next incarnation in 739 C.E., as a great King Charlemagne. That would fit 

perfectly actually. Of course, this is just my hypothesis. I personally do not see the life span of King Pavlimir-

Belo. In fact, to be honest entirely, in this chart I do not see any afflicting point for his life span, except this Rahu-

Guru conjunction perhaps. At the contrary, the position of the Sani-Saturn in the sixth house is very good for 

longevity. In fact, a similar arrangement of planets, Sani-Ketu conjunction in the sixth house, along with Guru-

Jupiter and Rahu conjunction in the twelfth, we could see in the natal chart of Roman military commander 

Lucius Artorius Castus, who became the King Arthur of England. It was already noted that Lucius, alias King 

Arthur, lived a long life of about 110 years. Thus, why would not we look at King Pavlimir-Belo in the same way, 

in terms of having a long life? In that case, it is plausible that Ban Budimir came just after King Pavlimir-Belo.    
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The Priest also claims that just several days after the death of King Pavlimir-Belo his wife gave birth to his son 

Tjesimir who also became a ban and king. In the light of juts previously exposed facts, this fact can be very 

disputable as well. I mean, it is very likely that Pavlimir-Belo had children, but information about are scarce.  

Well, there are many open questions still to be answered. There is nothing we can take as granted when 

considering these old texts. Metapedia exposed certain dating, but this is all taken from DAI most probably. DAI 

also doesn’t mention dates of ruling for any king explicitly. All kings mentioned in those texts are compared or 

connected with a certain ruler of the East Roman Empire, of the Byzantium, or with Pope in Rome. Their birth, 

ruling, and death, all these points are taken like markers. In addition, Metapedia surfaced certain contracts 

Croats made with Byzantium. Thus, it seems there are documented state contracts already at that early stage. 

The question is now, why nobody is considering that? 

The Priest writer needs to be scrutinized very much. Actually, there are many questions popping up when we 

critically examine his story. We cannot trust this Priest, because, as I’ve noticed, he also had some hidden 

agenda. Or, things are lost or manipulated during rewriting. I do not think we have the original text, so 

everything is possible. 

Immediately one question stroked me heavily, and I was thinking a long, long time about this point. 

The Priest writer mentioned in detail all moving of Goths, their kings, their leaders, and almost the complete 

lineage and succession. He mentioned some other very interesting and precise information as well. However, 

strikingly, he did not give even a word about when and how Croats moved to Adriatic, and how the new country 

was being formed there. He definitely knew about this, because he mentioned terms like White and Red Croatia 

explicitly, and this is the sign that he is talking about an already newly established country on Balkan side of the 

Adriatic area under the jurisdiction of Croats. Why is he so silent about these very important events? Moving of 

Croats is completely neglected! Why??? 

Indeed, I was contemplating this problem for a very long time. Then somehow, the answer was crystalizing but 

very, very slowly.  

Nevertheless, to make everything clear, additional explanations should be exposed. 

The original work of the Priest writer was done in the middle of the twelfth century. This is one very important 

fact. Thus, he already had in front of him the work of Emperor Historian … the DAI. Oral tradition was still very 

lively in his time, and he knew exactly how all that did happen. It is very important to mention that this is the 

time of already very deep divisions between an eastern and western branch of the Catholic Church. The church 

schism, as we know, already did happen in the eleventh century. Somewhere in the ninth century, Croatia 

already had changed the side by departing the Byzantium and turning toward Rome, Frankish Empire, and 

western influence, though it was flipping between them for some time. This is one very important fact as well. 

Therefore, Croatia turned toward West while previous eastern provinces of Red Croatia, including Dioclea, were 

still loyal to the Byzantium, the Constantinople, and to the eastern branch of the Church. 

We should also mention that at this moment Serbs started their campaigns to spread around and to take over 

as much as possible of the territory. That was maybe the only logical way for them to spread their influence 

because they had around very strongly established countries of Byzantium, Bulgaria, and Hungary. Somewhere 

about the same time when this text was produced in the twelfth century, Serbian Orthodox Church declared 

the autocephalic principle, which means that only people of Serbian nationality could be members of the 

Serbian Orthodox Church. This principle offered them to start pulling in and imbibing many non-Serbian people 

under the Serbian national flag. Assimilation on a big level had started, and it was just going on, and going on. 

Spreading from Raska, what was very probably initial far eastern province of Croatia in this early stage, they did 

spread around and had taken Dioclea itself, at least some portions … and at least in some certain periods of 

time. Not even to mention that they have a big influence there even today. 
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The Priest writer belongs to the Orthodox Church branch. Divisions were already fully in effect. Thus, step by 

step, these divisions were translated to states of Croatia and Serbia and affected and afflicted their relationship. 

Therefore, when talking about Croatia, there are already some animosities in the mind of this Priest writer, and 

he tries to hide something. What is he trying to hide? 

To answer this question, we need to answer yet another one question first, and that is the question when Serbs 

came into this region. They were definitely not there while Croats had come around 620-625 C.E. We need to 

know that Serbs at that early stage were a small ethnic minority just next to White Croatia in the territory of 

today Poland. This is where history is placing the … Lusatian Serbs or Luzice Serbs …, ancestors of today Serbs. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lusatia 

Thus, when did they move to the Balkan area? Did they move together with White and Red Croats? Did they 

come with them at the same time? They certainly and definitely did not come at the same time! There is no any 

report about such moving. 

The key point is that they moved to Balkan some 100-150 years after Croats. Maybe even 200 years afterward. 

This is a historical fact! It can be that moving itself was gradual … step by step … going over many decades, 

maybe even for a few centuries. 

How is then that we find information that King Pavlimir-Belo is a Serbian king? In Serbia, there are very serious 

historians claiming exactly this point. In Dubrovnik, there is a legend about King Pavlimir-Belo who founded the 

city, which is actually the true fact, as we are just now defining. However, the point is, that this is where some 

Serbian historians start even to claim rights on the historicity of Dubrovnik! How is this possible? 

This is all very possible because the veil of fog and ignorance was dispersed on that early history so that 

everybody can claim whatever they want. Darkness, the veil of fog, and ignorance of medieval times, as we 

know now, that was the formula for huge forgeries.   

This is how we are coming now to the culmination point of this small essay, let’s call it this way for a moment. 

The point is that the Priest writer did not want to mention anything about the move of Croats into Balkan 

Adriatic area, because in such case he would have to say the truth about moving of Serbs as well. Moreover, 

this is what he does not want to say. He does not want to say when Serbs really did move to the Balkan area. 

He does not want to say that they moved to Balkan much later on. He does not want to mention this very 

important fact!!! Instead, this is the point where fog and mist started to vail over real history. Of course, always 

on the account that Croats lose credibility … territory … and population. How interesting!? 

With all my respect toward Serbia and Serbian history, which is great by the way, no doubt about that, even 

glorious to be honest, but when we are talking about the King Pavlimir-Belo, we are actually talking about the 

early Croatian king.   

It is of such tremendous importance that we located the King Pavlimir-Belo. Of course, as I already mentioned, 

many questions are still unanswered. Chronology exposed by Metapedia doesn’t fit in completely as well. But, 

as we found that one point mentioned in Metapedia is fitting perfectly well, then, it seems to me, other 

discrepancies are not because of Metapedia. It seems that the story of the Priest writer was twisted multiple 

times.  

I already mentioned before that there is a very small gap between Pavlimir-Belo and King Radoslav, if we 

consider just produced natal chart and the story of the Priest writer. Actually, there is no gap! Their lives are 

overlapping, so according to this fact, King Radoslav could not be the grandfather of King Pavlimir-Belo. Is this 

name … Radoslav … the real name of that king-ban? Maybe there is another Radoslav in a question!? If we see 

now that Pavlimir-Belo was born in 662 C.E., then this is very close to the first ban Kacic-Khadzon. Is King 

Radoslav maybe that very first ban of Croatia Kacic-Khadzon himself? If we count about two generations before 

King Belo, we are coming exactly to 620-630 C.E., and this is the time of Ban Kacic-Khadzon. We saw that the 
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Priest writer could possibly be motivated to modify original true history. Or, is it possible that the modification 

could have come out along with rewriting the text afterward? They say some parts are definitely compiled after 

the Priest writer. 

If Ban Kacic-Khadzon is that right person we are searching for … it can be that around 630 C.E. he was forced 

out by his son … he runs away and searches the shelter in Rome, around 640 C.E. he fathered Petrislav … who 

fathered Pavlimir-Belo in 662 C.E. Well, this is one plausible scenario, but only of Ban Kacic-Khadzon is the Ban 

Radoslav actually. We leave this option open.  

Ban Kacic-Khadzon situated himself on Cetina River because the tribe Kacic was found right there in what is 

today Omiš (Omis-Omish), where Cetina River is touching the Adriatic Sea. That surname, Kacic, is very 

prominent within Croatia even today. This position on the River Cetina would implicate that he placed himself 

just between White and Red Croatia, what is the very logical plan; to be between two entities that he just has 

established, in order to have control on both. Dubrovnik region and Travunia province are not very far from 

Omis. Thus, having this in mind, Pavlimir-Belo did return right to the country of his supposed grandfather, just 

as the story had exposed. In addition, the story of the Priest writer begins with a description that there was a 

rebellion in White Croatia, and then he, the King Radoslav and his son, divided the army and went separately to 

suppress mentioned rebellion. That means that they were acting from Red Croatia, what is immediately 

implicating that Red Croatia was dominant at that time, along with keeping all strings under control in that 

kingdom of White and Red Croatia.      

The emperor historian Constantine also had good reasons to make some small modifications, though, as I said, 

he is very positive about Croats. The thing is that at the very moment when he is writing his history chronicle, 

Croatia was not part of the Byzantium anymore, because it already switched to the influence of Rome. 

Therefore, he might have had some interest to modify things a little bit as well.  

Another very interesting point needs to be mentioned as well. While researching on this topic, on the King 

Pavlimir-Belo, a very interesting detail was found that exactly these events around King Belo inspired … Edward 

de Vere … the 17th earl of Oxford … alias … William Shakespeare … to write one of his novels … “The Tempest”.3  

http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/148848 

In fact, it seems there is no direct connection. They say de Vere used some other chronicle where this story is 

exposed. It can be that The Tempest novel is just echoing partially the story about King Belo. Anyhow, whatever 

is the case, this is very interesting information indeed. 

Now, as a conclusive point, how is all this being related to my previous research on kings of Croatia, especially 

on the first one, the King Trpimir I and his family? Does anything change? The thing is that there is no any 

contradiction. Not at all! At the contrary, everything fits perfectly in. It is obvious now that by moving of proto-

Croats into Adriatic Basin, there on the ruins of just expired Roman Empire and Illyrian Dalmatia as part of it, 

some very excellent mix had happened by blending together domicile population of a different kind, with a 

strong and powerful military and Kshatriya oriented proto-Croats. This mix was especially effective in Red 

Croatia, to be even more precise, on the territory between Cetina River and Neretva River, and now we know 

this is actually remnants of the ancient civilization of Troy. It is exactly there that the strong and independent 

collective consciousness burst out, and by surviving all influences and suppressions, gave birth to the royal 

dynasty of King Trpimir I. And the rest of the story we already know. Or, it will be explained another time.  

Here is an image that was taken from some web link how this initial Red Croatia most probably did look like … 

 

                                                           
3) The story of … Edward de Vere … and how he became “William Shakespeare”, is a very interesting story, and it will definitely be 
covered in some future writings of mine. 
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If we watch carefully at the above-exposed image of Red Croatia, we can immediately notice that complete 

Montenegro is involved in it. Of course it is, and the reason is the very simple fact that Montenegro, alias Dioclea, 

alias Praevalitana province of the Roman Empire, all that was actually one and the same, and it was initial Red 

Croatia. Even the name … Montenegro …, what means … Black Mountain … Crna planina/gora or Cherna Gora 

… in old Croatian language, is derived from initial name Red Mountain … Chervena Gora … South Mountain … 

Južna planina/gora. We see how in old Croatian language this is very similar, and very easy it was transformed 

into … Cherna Gora … Black Mountain … Montenegro. By following this logic that name Montenegro has to be 

transformed into Monterosso … Red Mountain. I was watching on these mountains long ago. They are not so 

drastically darker from any other mountain in order to be attributed with the title - Black Mountain. It is obvious 

that the deviation of the name came into existence later on due to some other reasons, mostly political. 

From another point of view, if we follow other lingual features, we can perfectly trace back Dalmatian Chakavian 

Ikavian dialect right to the original Red Croatia of today Ukraine. We can enjoy the phenomenal discussion of … 

Dr. Stjepan Krizin Sakac … about the formation of modern Croatian language, and how initial Persian language 

of proto-Croats in White and Red Croatia, was transformed into Slavonian Croatian language, and how it did 

mix up and did fuse with the language of domicile population of Adriatic Basin. 

Next few links make connection toward that extraordinary discussion of Dr. Stjepan Krizin Sakač: Traces of Old 
Iranian Philosophy at Croats.  
 
http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/88904 
       
http://www.geocities.ws/cro_tanais/tragovi.htm 
 
https://www.scribd.com/doc/51594621/Tragovi-staroiranske-filozofije-kod-Hrvata 
 
The old-Iranian component is just one part in the genesis of modern Croatia. They fused nicely by taking over 
the new language, but they did preserve much of the old cultural background, and some features of such like 
are visible even today.  However, there are other components in the genetic structure of Croatia as well. Just to 
mention that they are all equally important. No any country of today is genetically monolete. They are all rather 
a mix of several genetic components together. It is more like making a nice soup. In the case of Croatia itself, it 
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happened that all these components are very compatible. Actually, it is as that somebody was picking them up 
and fusing together intentionally.     
 

Furthermore, if we scratch into this problem on even deeper level, and if we take into account the genetic 

background itself, than we shall very probably find out there is no difference in genetics between proto-Croats 

who moved into that region in the sixth and  seventh century, comparing to the domicile population, basically 

Illyrians, whose name itself, at some point in history, was turned to be Slavs. We shall find out that this is the 

same ethnic group. It can only be that a few millennia of physical separation is among them. Nothing more, just 

some temporary separation was in the question. 

 

Today, terms like White and Red Croatia belongs to history only and exclusively. Because, the country is nicely 

unified and integrated, but it is good to be known how all that did happen, and when it did happen. I am sure 

the knowledge about historicity earned by the full and the complete reading of the natal chart of King Pavlimir-

Belo by good Jyotish experts will provide even more intelligence, perhaps even to answer all these unanswered 

questions I’ve mentioned, to decipher all remaining enigmas, and to define the truth. After all, only the truth 

can save as. The truth will make as free.4      

 

The End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4) There are few additional very useful links for those who would like to research this topic more extensively …  
https://www.historyfiles.co.uk/FeaturesEurope/EasternCroatiaName.htm 
https://kavehfarrokh.com/heritage/croatians-and-ancient-iran/ 
https://wiki.eanswers.net/en/Arachosia 
http://balkhandshambhala.blogspot.com/2014/11/greco-bactrians-ariana-arachosia-and.html 
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More to read from the same author in the series …      https://deconstructingtheillusion.com  
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